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Abstract

The Society for Improving Medical Professional Learning (SIMPL) Collaborative is a non-profit, educational, quality improvement consortium focused on developing tools, curricula, and policies to improve physician training. The goal is to provide educators and learners with convenient, reliable, and valid evaluation tools for frequent, real-time workplace assessment and feedback. The SIMPL Operating Room application provides this platform. It was developed to provide high-quality, time-sensitive, procedural feedback. Its objective is to facilitate intra-rotation corrections.

SIMPL is available to all residency programs and has matured to include over 175 residency programs, involving 19 different specialties, 4000 trainees, 5000 attendings, and 354,800 evaluations in 3 countries. At least 52 peer-reviewed manuscripts have used the evolving database. We have performed an expert narrative review of the entire SIMPL literature (primary research studies, reviews, and websites) to discuss the unique lessons learned from this large collaborative experience. SIMPL can be the core of a competency-based operative skills assessment that is incorporated into medical training, assessment, and certification. Higher quality feedback is provided via SIMPL compared to the routine end-of-rotation evaluations with a corrective comment 60% of the time versus 15%, respectively. A high overall correlation between residents and faculty within case complexity has also been documented (r = 0.76, P < .0001), technical performance (r = 0.66, P < .0001), and autonomy (r = 0.56, P < .0001).

The goal of the SIMPL initiative is to use resident performance to drive continuous quality improvement of the individual, programs, and larger medical system.
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Background

Halsted’s apprentice model of surgical education was the backbone of medical education for over 100 years when the time for training was unlimited, the educator had no teaching requirements, and you finished when the master said you were done.1 This process has since become antiquated, secondary to rising concern for patient safety, duty hour restrictions with the introduction of the 80-hour work week, and increased expectations for faculty supervision. Likewise, introductions of combined programs, pressure to perform clinical tasks in more condensed workdays, and poor methods of evaluating surgical residents have all contributed to a convergence of educators who began to question the autonomy, safety, and practice readiness of graduating surgery residents.2–9 No single tool has captured autonomy, performance, and case complexity principles.10–11 The ideal tool provides educators with convenient, reliable, and valid evaluation tools for...
frequent, real-time workplace assessment and feedback. The Society for Improving Medical Professional Learning (SIMPL) Operating Room (OR) application (App) provides this innovative assessment tool. The SIMPL OR App provides assessment criteria for an individual’s autonomy, performance, and case complexity as measured by the resident and attending physician. The goal is to provide rapid feedback and assessment of the mentor and the mentee. SIMPL is currently available to all residency programs and has matured to include over 175 residency programs involving 19 different specialties, 4000 trainees, 5000 attendings, and 354,800 evaluations in 3 countries. At least 52 peer-reviewed and published manuscripts have used the evolving database.

**An Expert Review of the Literature to Date from the SIMPL Collaborative**

**Why SIMPL?**

Residents need an assessment tool that allows for real-time feedback and functions as a common avenue for faculty to administer prompt feedback. Bi-annual end-of-rotation (EOR) assessments and yearly in-service exams are inadequate for most resident training. The SIMPL OR App provides an easily navigable interface that is quick to fill out, taking reviewers less than 2 minutes to complete, even as little as 14 seconds with practice. Optional dictated feedback provides reviewers additional avenues to give specific, corrective feedback with learning plans. Evaluators can assess trainees on the individual, operation-by-operation, and day-by-day scales. SIMPL incorporates all known evidence-based best practices into one operative performance assessment.

Additionally, the SIMPL App can push procedures to the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) website (www.acgme.org), saving time for the trainee. Before an operation, the experience for a given procedure through longitudinal data and previous evaluations of a resident’s performance is viewable by the evaluator to allow focused conversations to express expectations, individualize teaching plans, and predict autonomy level. Unsurprisingly, studies reveal that immediate feedback ratings were the most accurate, stating, “ratings completed more than 3 days after observation should be discouraged and discounted, as they lack clarity and detail about the performance.” Therefore, all SIMPL data is a maximum of 72 hours “old.”

**Who Gets Trained on App Usage and How?**

Resident and attending training is one hour and provided through a virtual platform. The program director or coordinator receives a more prolonged discussion of the SIMPL OR App. Current training sessions include six brief operative videos with an attending, resident, and student illustrating both open and laparoscopic examples of the four basic Zwisch levels (show and tell, active help, passive help, and supervision only). The level of autonomy varies throughout a case, but the overall autonomy grade is based on the level achieved during the majority of the critical portion of the case. The training session participants then review operative performance on a 5-level scale (unprepared/critical deficiency, inexperienced with the procedure, intermediate performance, practice-ready, and exceptional) adapted from a previously validated scale. Residents and faculty are instructed to assess performance relative to years of training, known previous exposure to similar cases, known or expected preparation, perceived engagement during the case, and expectations relative to that case. Case complexity (easiest 1/3, middle 1/3, hardest 1/3) is a judgment call by case participants relative to the specialty, caseload of the attending surgeon, co-morbidities, and difficulties encountered during the case. Figure 1 demonstrates the Zwisch autonomy scale.

**How It Works**

1. SIMPL OR App evaluation is sent to faculty or trainee counterpart.
2. Users complete an assessment in as few as four “taps.”
3. Faculty have the option to dictate feedback.

The SIMPL OR App is available on Google Play and the Apple App Store.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Show and Tell Stage</th>
<th>Active Help Stage</th>
<th>Passive Help Stage</th>
<th>Supervision Only Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Resident essentially observes and assists but may participate in some parts of the procedures such as opening and/or closing the incision. Attending &quot;shows&quot; the resident how the procedure is done, and &quot;tells&quot; the resident what needs to be known.</td>
<td>The resident begins to assume the surgeon role in some parts of the procedure with the attending providing active guidance (i.e., verbal or/and physical) including periodically swapping &quot;surgeon&quot; and &quot;assistant&quot; roles with the resident. When the resident assumes the surgeon’s role, the attending actively assists, essentially guiding the resident through the procedure.</td>
<td>The resident is capable of safely doing significant parts of the procedure without active guidance (i.e., verbal and/or physical) from the attending who passively assists.</td>
<td>The resident can safely and effectively perform the procedure using operating room staff or a junior resident to assist. The attending provides no significant verbal or physical guidance/intervention to the resident but provides supervision and consultation if needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 1. The Zwisch scale for levels of autonomy.*
Case Logs Do Not Equate to Competency

Operative performance ratings for 29,885 procedures performed by 1,861 surgical residents in 54 general surgery programs were analyzed. For each core general surgery procedure, the adjusted mean probability of a graduating resident being deemed “Practice-ready” ranged from 0.59 to 0.99 (mean 0.90; standard deviation 0.08). Despite general surgery residents completing minimum requirements for a number of cases, these may not adequately represent what is encountered in common practice. The Zwisch model was tested to determine a targeted number of cases to achieve a score of 3 or 4. While the number of cases varied greatly for each of the five core surgical procedures, the number of observations required to achieve competency exceeded certification requirements. This was exemplified by a prospective study of 14 general surgery programs showing that fifth-year residents in the last 6 months of training achieved meaningful autonomy in only 69.3% of cases, with the maximum autonomy rating of “Supervision Only” for only a fraction of core procedures. While autonomy has also been shown to increase with advancing graduate year and higher frequency procedures and decrease with case complexity, operative performance remains the strongest determinant of autonomy.

SIMPL Provides Objective Data

Traditional forms of performance feedback are completed physically and temporally remote from the OR experience. The SIMPL OR App was developed to provide objective, high-quality, time-sensitive, procedural feedback that facilitates intra-rotation corrections. Faculty provided substantially higher quality feedback using the SIMPL assessments compared to EOR evaluations. The SIMPL Objectivity was also noted with a high intra-observer agreement (P < .0001) on the autonomy Zwisch scale. Similarly, a general surgery study looked at SIMPL assessments completed by both faculty and residents with a high overall correlation between residents and faculty for case complexity (r = 0.76, P < .0001), technical performance (r = 0.66, P < .0001), and autonomy (r = 0.56, P < .0001). Higher quality feedback is also provided via the SIMPL OR App compared to the routine EOR evaluations with a corrective comment 60% of the time versus 15%. The Zwisch performance scale is based upon resident performance (Figure 2).

The Future of SIMPL

The SIMPL mobile-based application has successfully adapted to multiple other surgical sub-specialties, including otolaryngology, oral and maxillofacial, pediatric, plastic, urology, cardiac, and neurosurgery. Standardization of resident evaluation via SIMPL-based assessments allows data comparison across programs, enhancing generalizability and providing more robust and statistically significant conclusions. The next steps include collaborative SIMPL 2.0 to better reach other types of workplace assessment approaches with entrustable professional activities, which are also required for board certification. SIMPL is creating a Reports Dashboard, which will use machine learning to estimate the competence of surgical trainees. Four national trials, including the SIMPL Competency-Based Medical Education Pilot, are underway to understand how we can collaboratively develop, implement, and sustain change, activities which are central to educational quality improvement.

How do these concepts impact clinical practice?

Learners benefit most from real-time feedback. The SIMPL OR App creates an avenue for mentors and mentees alike to provide feedback on performance and teaching style. It is an objective, quantitative, and time-saving approach to measuring performance in an increasingly time-constrained medical professional education system. This mechanism provides immediate feedback by becoming available directly to the trainee and attending, while longitudinally tracking progress over the years. The SIMPL OR App is an excellent tool to assess trainee progress in surgical competency and autonomy while maintaining the ability to evaluate attending surgeons’ teaching methods. SIMPL can drive quality improvement for individuals, programs, and larger medical systems.
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